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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION
____________
FOSSIL-FIRED STEAM POWER STATIONS –
Part 2: Drum-level control
FOREWORD
1) The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) is a worldwide organization for standardization comprising
all national electrotechnical committees (IEC National Committees). The object of the IEC is to promote
international co-operation on all questions concerning standardization in the electrical and electronic fields. To
this end and in addition to other activities, the IEC publishes International Standards. Their preparation is
entrusted to technical committees; any IEC National Committee interested in the subject dealt with may
participate in this preparatory work. International, governmental and non-governmental organizations liaising
with the IEC also participate in this preparation. The IEC collaborates closely with the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) in accordance with conditions determined by agreement between the
two organizations.
2) The formal decisions or agreements of the IEC on technical matters express, as nearly as possible, an
international consensus of opinion on the relevant subjects since each technical committee has representation
from all interested National Committees.
3) The documents produced have the form of recommendations for international use and are published in the form
of standards, technical specifications, technical reports or guides and they are accepted by the National
Committees in that sense.
4) In order to promote international unification, IEC National Committees undertake to apply IEC International
Standards transparently to the maximum extent possible in their national and regional standards. Any
divergence between the IEC Standard and the corresponding national or regional standard shall be clearly
indicated in the latter.
5) The IEC provides no marking procedure to indicate its approval and cannot be rendered responsible for any
equipment declared to be in conformity with one of its standards.
6) Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this technical report may be the subject of
patent rights. IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.

The main task of IEC technical committees is to prepare International Standards. However, a
technical committee may propose the publication of a technical report when it has collected
data of a different kind from that which is normally published as an International Standard, for
example "state of the art".
IEC 62140-2, which is a Technical Report, has been prepared by IEC technical committee 65:
Industrial-process measurement and control.
The text of this Technical Report is based on the following documents:
Enquiry draft

Report on voting

65/272/CDV

65/284/RVC

Full information on the voting for the approval of this Technical Report can be found in the
report on voting indicated in the above table.
This publication has been drafted in accordance with ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2.
IEC 62140 consists of the following parts, under the general title Fossil-fired steam power
stations:
Part 1: Limiting controls
Part 2: Drum-level control
Part 3: Steam-temperature control
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The committee has decided that the contents of this publication will remain unchanged until
2007. At this date the publication will be
•
•
•
•

reconfirmed;
withdrawn;
replaced by a revised edition, or
amended.

A bilingual version of this Technical Report may be issued at a later date.
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INTRODUCTION
This Technical Report is part of a series of Technical Reports which contain advice on the
proper design and operation of control circuits in fossil-fired power stations. They are based
on technical solutions used today by some member nations and provide also the background
information necessary for proper understanding.
For the time being, all the different national documents tackling the subject are deemed to be
at the same level. They always present or imply particular technical solutions which, although
finally aimed at satisfying similar functional user needs, are different from country to country
and often inconsistent among themselves. Such documents are considered to be actual
barriers to international trade.
The need for new standards formalizing an internationally agreed approach to express the
functional need of fossil-fired power plant operators and suppliers is clearly identified by all
the experts. Such documents could facilitate and develop the international business in this
particular domain for the profit of the suppliers and the customers. The IEC 62140 series
should consider the existing national documents presenting national solutions as a technical
basis and should be consistent with them.
In the absence of an internationally agreed approach, this Technical Report is to be strictly
considered as an example of particular technical solutions at a given time. It is only aimed at
stimulating the debate in order to encourage the convergence of views on the subject and
should not be transformed into an International Standard.
There are two types of technical reports within this series.
The reports of the first type refer to specific control circuits of steam generators, such as
drum-level control or steam-temperature control and that under normal operational conditions.
The reports of the second type show special means to ensure proper operation also under
restricted conditions, for example, during run-up and run-down or in the event of anomalous
operating states, or they deal with super-ordinated control circuits, for example, load control
or frequency control systems. These reports refer generally to the power station unit as a
whole.
Each of the reports within this series is independent from each other; their contents, however,
are largely coordinated. The series is to be supplemented.
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FOSSIL-FIRED STEAM POWER STATIONS –
Part 2: Drum-level control

1

Scope

This Technical Report deals with drum-level control of fossil-fired steam power stations with
natural or forced circulation.
The report starts with a description of the controlled system, its structure and design, its
behaviour in steady, transient and disturbance state. From this, the required control structure
may be developed. Consequently, three well-proven configurations of control circuits are
shown and the field of application of each is given. The report ends with the requirements for
the measuring elements and actuators which are necessary to complete the control circuits.
There may be special national legal requirements, for example, regarding drum-level
monitoring and safety equipments, and they would have to be considered.

2

Controlled system

2.1

Description of controlled system

Feed water is fed to the circulating system of a steam generator with natural or forced
circulation, and saturated steam and eventually demineralization water are removed. If the
infed and removed mass flows diverge from one another, the content of the circulating system
changes, whereby the change in content is the time integral of the difference between the
mass flows. Generally, only the water level in the upper drum of the circulating system is
available as a measure of the content of the boiler. Lower drums which may exist in some
steam generators are always completely filled with water and therefore not of further
relevance in this report. The water level in the upper drum – in the following only referred to
as drum – changes as long as there is a difference between the mass flows. The task of the
drum-level control is therefore to adjust the feed-water flow to the steam flow in order to keep
the drum-level within certain limits. The spray water flow used for steam desuperheating
bypassing the drum and the blow-down water flow from the drum – in order to remove
impurities – may need to be taken into account here as disturbance variables. The main
disturbance variable, however, is the steam flow delivered by the steam generator; in
addition, other disturbance variables, such as, for example, steam pressure, feed-water
pressure, furnace output also act indirectly.
2.2

Structure and design

The behaviour of the controlled system is influenced by the following technical dimensions.
2.2.1

Size of the drum

The required minimum size of the drum is generally determined by the task of separating the
saturated steam from the circulating water. The smaller the drum in relation to the boiler
capacity, the more difficult level control becomes. This results from the influence of the
maximum rate of change of the water level on control behaviour.
2.3

Position of the water-level set point in the drum

The water-level set point is determined by the design of the drum. As far as possible it should
be positioned so that the rate of change of the water level is as small as possible, for
example, half-way up a horizontal round drum.

